INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades all double stars measurements are being submitted to the centres for double stars (Washington and Strasbourg) from where they are distributed, upon request, to interested astronomers. The measurements of pairs discovered in Belgrade are included in these databases, too.
The authors of the present paper consider that the lists of the measurements discovered in Belgrade can be kept up to date because the measurements are, from the moment of discovery, specially registered.
This would be useful for setting up an actual observation program for these pairs as well as for possible analysis of the collected material. The process of asking for the measurements from these Centers for double stars would be avoided or at least simplified. Therefore, at Belgrade Observatory an internal database was created and located at the above mentioned site. Information on this is given in the Information Circular No. 148 of IAU Commission for Double Stars. This database is already in use by astronomers at Belgrade Observatory and after putting it on Internet site it will be useful for all interested colleagues. For each pair a header is provided containing WDS number (or coordinates for epoch 2000.0), discoverer designation, and catalogues numbers for BD, HD, HIP and TYC (if they exist). The measurements are given in standard form and the measurement source is given according to Mason at al. (2001) . The sample of data is shown in 
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